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Abstract

Technology analysis is to analyze technological data such as patent and paper for a given technology 

field. From the results of technology analysis, we can get novel knowledge for R&D planing and 

management. For the technology analysis, we can use diverse methods of statistics. Time series analysis 

is one of efficient approaches for technology analysis, because most technologies have researched and 

developed depended on time. So many technological data are time series. Time series data are occurred 

through time. In this paper, we propose a methodology of technology forecasting using the dynamic time 

warping (DTW) of time series analysis. To illustrate how to apply our methodology to real problem, we 

perform a case study of patent documents in target technology field. This research will contribute to R&D 

planning and technology management.
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I. Introduction

We should make R&D planning for technology

management in companies and nations. In the age of

limitless competition, the technology is very

important issue for surviving a company

continuously [1]. So many researches about

management of technology (MOT) have been

published in the diverse fields such as business,

computer science, or management engineering [2-3].

Technology analysis is one of the MOT works.

Technology analysis is to analyze technological data

which are the researched and developed results of

given technology, the technological data are patent

documents, papers, or articles [4]. In general, the

results of technology analysis are used for

technology forecasting and innovation, in addition,

these are applied to build the R&D planning

[1],[5-6]. In this paper, we consider patent

documents as technological data, because a patent

includes much more information of developed

technology such as title and abstract of applied

patent, inventors' name, applied and registered

date, international patent classification (IPC) code,

claims, figures, citation information, and so forth

[7]. Also, patent has more practical results of

researched and developed technologies than paper,

because the technology of registered patent are

protected by government for a limited period.

The technology data based on patent are

depended on time, because most technologies are

developed over time. So in this paper, we propose a

technology analysis using time series analysis

methods. We apply the dynamic time warping

(DTW), which is one of time series clustering, for

technology forecasting. This finds proper alignment

between two time dependent data [8-9]. Figure 1

shows four time series data.

Figure 1. Time Series Data

Using the DTW of time series analysis, we can

cluster the time series data to similar groups from

four time dependent sequences, X, Y, Z, and W. The

X, Y, Z, and W represent the time trends of four

different technologies respectively. The DTW

compares the features of four technologies over time,

and assigns them to optimal clusters [10]. In our

research, we perform technology analysis using the

DTW for the R&D planning of company and nation.

To verify the performance of our work, we show a

case study using collected patent documents of

target technology. Next section deals with the

research background related to our study. In section

three, we show our proposed methodology which is a

technology analysis using the DTW. The

experimental result of our case study is shown in

section four. The conclusions of this paper are in the

last section.

Ⅱ. Related Works

1 Technology Analysis

Technology analysis is to analyze the results of

researched and developed technologies based on

bibliometrics such as patent documents or papers

[11-12]. A patent has diverse information about

developed technologies, which are registered date,

title, abstract, drawing, figure, claims, technology
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classification code, inventor's name, citation, etc

[13-15]. Also a paper includes theoretical

information of researched technologies, authors'

name, title, abstract, proposed method,

experimental results, and so on [13]. In addition,

we can get the resource data for technology analysis

from others such as articles, or web documents. Next

figure shows general process of technology analysis

based on statistics, machine learning algorithm and

Delphi.

Figure 2. Technology Analysis Process

In this paper, we sonsider time series analysis as

one of technology analysis methods. Also we use

patent documents as one of the results of researched

and developed technologies.

2 Time Series Clustering

Patent includes the characteristic of time, and

patent documents are depended on date, applied,

filing dates. In this paper, we consider patents are

time series date. Time series are the observed data

through time. Form many methods of time series

analysis, we use a time series clustering based on

the DTW. That is, time series clustering is to cluster

time series data to similar clusters [16]. Also, we

consider the DTW, one of various distance measures

[17-19]. In our research, We assign sub technologies

and technological keywords to similar clusters by the

DTW.

III. Technology Analysis using Dynamic

Time Warping

Dynamic time warping (DTW) is a method to

search an optimal alignment between two time series

data [10]. Next figure shows an example of two time

series data X (dotted line) and Y (solid line).

Figure 3. Two Time Dependent Sequences

The DTW computes the similarity value between

time series X and Y using the feature distance of X

and Y. This compares their paired peak and valley

values (points) one by one. In addition, the DTW

has been used in diverse data mining fields such as

automatic recognition of speech patterns, or

information retrieval [10],[17]. Using the DTW, we

can compare two time series data X and Y as (1).

               (1)

The time sequences of length N and M are

discrete time series. Also we should define a feature

space F, and then  and  are included in F,

   and     . To compare the

features of x and y, we use local distance measure

(ldm) as (2) [10].
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  ×→≥  (2)

When  is small, then the time

dependent sequences x and y are similar to each

other. If  is large, then we can decide the

x and y are dissimilar to each other. So, in the

technology analysis works, we perform technology

clustering using the following DTW result.

Figure 4. Two DTW Matrix for Technology Analysis

If we determine a target technology, we classify

the technology into p sub technologies

(   ). In the above figure, we compute

all ldm values between  and 

(     ) for constructing the DTW matrix.

Instead of the sub technologies, we can apply

keywords or international patent classification (IPC)

codes of patent documents to build the DTW matrix.

In this paper, we propose a R&D planning approach

by technology analysis using the DTW. Next figure

shows the process of our study.

Figure 5. Process of Technology Analysis using DTW

First we define sub technologies or extract

keywords or IPC codes from retrieved technological

documents such as patent and paper. Second we

make DTW matrix by the ldm for time series

analysis. We build R&D planning by the result of

technology analysis for companies and nations.

IV. Experiment and Result

To verify the performance of this paper, we used

patent documents form patent database [20]. We

selected the patent documents applied by Hyundai

motors, the patents of Hyundai were analyzed in the

previous research [21]. The research dealt with

decision tree methods, this was not time series

analysis [21]. For performing our experiment, we

use R and R package of "dtw" [22-23]. In this paper,

we top ten IPC codes extracted from the Hyundai

IPC Defined Technology

F16H gearing

B60R
vehicles, vehicle fitting, or vehicle parts, not

otherwise provided for

B62D motor vehicles; trailers

B60G vehicle suspension arrangements

F02D controlling combustion engines

B60K

arrangement or mounting of propulsion units or of

transmissions in vehicles; arrangement of

mounting of plural diverse prime-movers in

vehicles; auxiliary drivers for vehicles;

instrumentation or dashboards for vehicles;

arrangement in connection with cooling, air intake,

gas exhaust or fuel supply of propulsion units in

vehicles

F02M
supplying combustion engines in general with

combustible mixtures or constituents there of

B60W

conjoint control of vehicle sub-units of different

type or different function; control systems specially

adapted for hybrid vehicles; road vehicle drive

control systems for purposes not related to the

control of a particular sub-unit

F02B
internal-combustion piston engines; combustion

engines in general

F16F
springs; shock-absorbers; means for damping

vibration

Table 1. Top Ten IPC Codes and Defined Technologies
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patents as its sub technologies. Table 1 shows the

IPC codes and their defined technologies.

We knew the defined technologies of top ten IPC

codes by WIPO(World Intellectual Property

Organization) [24-25]. These are the most popular

technologies in Hyundai motors company. To find

more detailed results of Hyndai technology analysis

by time series analysis, we plotted the applied

numbers of top ten IPC codes over year from the

retrieved patent documents. Next figure shows the

scatter plots of top four IPC codes of "F16H", "B60R",

"B62D", and "B60G".

Figure 6. Time Series Plots of F16H B60R B62D B60G

Though the overall trends of the plots are similar

to each other, the bottom-up trends are different to

each other. In this paper, we find the difference

between the IPC codes by the DTW measure. Next

figure shows the plots of the remained IPC codes

except top four IPC codes.

Using these time series patterns, we partition the

top ten IPC codes to the similar clusters by the

DTW. We can perform the R&D planning for

Hyundai using the result of time series clustering.

Next figure shows the result of time series clustering

based on the DTW when the number of clusters is

two.

Figure 8. DTW Time Series Clustering: Number of
Clusters=2

In technology development of Hyndai, the

technology of F16H has very different pattern to

other technologies. But we need to divide the nine

IPC codes more detailed. Next we perform the time

series clustering deciding three as the number of

clusters.

Figure 7. Time Series Plots of F02D B60K F02M B60W
F02B F16F
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Figure 9. DTW Time Series Clustering: Number of
Clusters=3

Except the technology of F16H, the technology of

B60R is different to other eight IPC codes. Next two

figures show the clustering results when the

numbers of clusters are four and five respectively.

Figure 10. DTW Time Series Clustering: Number of
Clusters=4

Using the DTW results, we can plan the R&D

management efficiently for Hyundai company. For

example, if the number of the research and

developing groups is four, we can assign four

technology developing teams as follow,

Team1: research and develop the technology of

F16H.

Team2: research and develop the technology of

B60R.

Team3: research and develop the technology of

B60G, F16F, F02B, F02M, and B60W.

Team4: research and develop the technology of

B62D, F02D, and B60K.

Other cases are same to this. In this experiment,

we focused on the time series trend of developed

technology by the DTW.

V. Conclusions

In this paper, we propose a technology analysis

using time series analysis, because most results of

researched and developed technologies are depended

on time. We used time series clustering as one of

time series analysis methods, also we consider the

DTW for the distance measure of time series

clustering. To show how our research applied to real

domain, we performed a case study of Hyundai

motor company using the applied patent documents

related to Hyundai. We found the DTW results

according to the cluster sizes. This can be used for

assigning the R&D groups to target technologies

efficiently. Our research contributes to the R&D

maangement of a company or nation. In our future

studies, we will develop more advanced methodology

Figure 11. DTW Time Series Clustering: Number of
Clusters=5
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for time series data in technology analysis.
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